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hesitant on picking up 'Diablo: 2' again (the last time I played it
was in 2007) but the recent patches (yes Blizzard is still support-
ing it online) to make it compatible with newer systems won me
over. I loaded it up, created a 'Classic Battle.net’ account and
jumped right in. 

Stomping through hell
I'm not sure what it was, maybe it was the music or the excite-

ment about trying out an Amazon class for the first time but I was
(and still am) bowled over. As a big ARPG fan, 'D2' hooked me
almost effortlessly. The grim atmosphere, Matt Uelmen's immacu-
late score and just the plain fun of running around and slaughter-
ing demons was intoxicating. It still provided a great amount of
depth with a loot system barely matched today and never feared
in putting the player in difficult positions or letting them explore
the game by their lonesome. I'm still shocked at how well the
game truly holds up. The gameplay is clunky at first but as your
character grows in power, the game smoothens out and its sim-
plicity becomes a major part of the overall enjoyment factor. 

The graphics might have been criticized when it was released
but in 2017, it comes right around into being a unique aesthetic
palette with only a few blemishes at points. Playing it on a

800x600 resolution might turn off others but I was happy it ran as
smoothly as it did. The story-line grabbed my as well. Straight-for-
ward but full of visceral imagery, the writing draws you in and
makes the chase of 'The Dark Wanderer' all the more captivating.
When folks say they remember a time when video-game writing
didn't patronize the player - they're most likely referring to this. If
you are unfamiliar with 'Diablo' lore, 'D2' remains a great jumping
point. 

But is the game hindered by a couple of archaic (in other
words 'old-school') design choices? Of course it does. 'D2' is a
seminal product of its time but its barebones online capabilities
and cumbersome UI options are a burden but one that must be
borne to reap the fruits. The inventory space is so small you'll
spend a good amount of time just managing it and even with the
recent patches; bugs still pop up at times. 

Learning from experience 
These are problems utterly unique to gaming. Watching an

old-film, reading an old book - with the right mind-set, it can be
experienced in the exact same a modern one does. But an old
game? Those 'dated' aspects must be dealt regardless of mind-
set. Older visuals can still have charms but what about mechanics

that are simply better today? Physics-engines, diverse options
and general 'quality-of-life' changes we take for granted in mod-
ern games didn't exist back then. But that does not mean it can-
not be overcome. 

Whether it's been played for the first or tenth time, games as
an art-form must be given the benefit of the doubt when we look
back at its earliest iterations. Does Dark Souls 3 automatically
make the first one irrelevant - does Diablo 3 make its predeces-
sors unnecessary? The answer to both is a resounding 'NO'. Game
design is constantly evolving and some its most important les-
sons can be learnt from its earliest successes.   

'Diablo: 2' has a small list of those issues but if you're keen on
picking it or any other classic game up on Steam or GOG (which
has an amazing collection of old games, DRM free) then dive right
it. If it's in a genre you've always liked then it's there little to lose.
There's a reason some games have stood the test of time and are
still played passionately today. Nothing makes me more proud to
say that 'Diablo: 2' is easily included in that list. Hell, I wouldn't be
surprised if it remains on top of those lists for decades to come. 


